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SENSORS / BIOMETRIC / HEART RATE EDUCATIONAL STARTER PACK WITH POLAR WIRELESS SENSORS

DESCRIPTION

Read wireless heart-rate data into your electronics projects in under 10 minutes with this

educational experimentation kit for Polar wireless heart rate bands. This pack is designed for

students, hobbyists, engineers and artists who want to add biometric interactivity to electronics.

This is the easiest way possible to do it! No gel, no probes, no calibration and no clips. Simply

strap the band on and detect heartbeats from 4 feet away.

Please note: this pack is designed for students, hobbyists, engineers and artists. It is not a

developer pack and is not for use in product development! Polar specifically wants product

developers to contact them to license the technology for OEM use so they can make sure the

application is appropriate. Please do not purchase this with the assumption that it will guarantee

your product's approval.

Pack includes:

Polar T34 Heart Rate Transmitter

Polar Heart Rate Receiver

2xAA battery holder

Tiny breadboard

10mm red LED

1K ohm resistor

header pins

You will also need a microcontroller (Arduino or similar) to read the logic level from the

receiver and blink the LED!)

The Polar T34 Non-Coded Heart Rate Transmitter monitors and then wirelessly transmits your

heart rate data from the chest strap to a Polar WearLink+ compatible receiver. This allows the

wearer to monitor their heart rate. This transmitter can also be paired with your local gym's
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exercise equipment if it is Polar WearLink compatible.

Key Features:

Heart rate sensor wirelessly transmits heart rate data without the need for conductive gel

Water-resistant up to 30 meters for use in extreme environments

Battery to last up to 2,500 hours of continuous usage

Adjustable elastic strap for comfortable yet secure sensing

Removable and machine washable textile strap keeps your sensor bacteria-free

Details:

Water resistant up to 30 meters

ECG accuracy

Up to 2,500 hours of usage

Non-user replaceable battery

Adjustable medium size elastic chest strap included (25-54 inches)

Machine washable and anti-bacterial

The Polar Heart Rate Receiver is designed to receive heart beat signals from compatible Polar

heart rate sensors such as the T34. Together, the sensor and receiver provides a low-cost and

convenient heart rate monitoring system that can be connected to most any microcontroller.

The Heart Rate Receiver is a stand-alone module, with on-board connections for power (3.3 V

to 5 V), ground, and signal. It wirelessly interfaces to a compatible Polar coded or uncoded

sensor transmitter. The output pin simply pulses high when a heartbeat is detected.

This module:

Receives heart beat signals from a compatible sensor transmitter

Indicates a received heartbeat signal using a LOW/HIGH output signal

Wirelessly interfaces to transmitter with a range of up to four feet

Heart Rate Educational Starter Pack with Polar Wireless Sensors (0:03)

Servo Shield & More! New Products 6/22/2013

Wear Your Beating Heart with FLORA!
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

LEARN

MAY WE ALSO SUGGEST...

Parallax has a a heart rate sensing tutorial with sample code on their learning site.

For product support, replacement parts and warranty for Parallax products click here.

Heart Rate Badge

Wear your heart on your

sleeve!

Schluff - The Sleep Monitor

Find the ideal conditions for a

good nights rest

AM2315 - Encased I2C

Temperature/Humidity

Mesh-protected Weather-

proof Temperature/Humidity

Fingerprint sensor

Waterproof DS18B20 Digital

temperature sensor +

Melexis Contact-less

Infrared Sensor - MLX90614

Melexis Contact-less

Infrared Sensor - MLX90614

Pulse Sensor Amped MyoWare Muscle Sensor Muscle Sensor Surface

EMG Electrodes - H124SG
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"You're only given one little spark of

madness. You mustn't lose it" -

Robin Williams
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TERMS OF SERVICE

PRIVACY & LEGAL

ABOUT US

ENGINEERED IN NYC Adafruit ®
4.94.9
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